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SUPPLEMENTARY TEXT 

 

(S1) Material and Methods:  
 

(S1-a) Selection of microsatellite loci 
 

A total of fifty-two microsatellite loci were analyzed in this study (Appendix 3). Thirty-four 

were directly developed in the target species Thunnus alalunga by Nikolic et al. (2015), 

whereas 18 markers were cross-amplified from other species from genus Thunnus. These 

comprised four microsatellite loci originally described in Pacific bluefin tuna, T. orientalis 

(Takagi et al. 1999), and 14 microsatellite markers originally characterized in Atlantic bluefin 

tuna, T. thynnus (McDowell et al. 2002; Clark et al. 2004). 
 

Genetic variation levels from each of the 52 microsatellite markers were analyzed using 

GENETIX 4.05 (Belkhir et al. 1996) to determine levels of diversity (allelic richness, Na), 

expected heterozygosity (He), expected unbiased heterozygosity from Nei (Hnb), and observed 

heterozygosity (Ho). Estimates of homozygote and heterozygote excess zeros were calculated 

from the standard error in Pedant (P < 0.05) (Johnson and Haydon 2007). Polymorphism 

information content (PIC) was generated in Cervus (Kalinowski et al. 2007).  
 

Departures from the expectations of Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) were detected by 

exact tests and permutations (1000 000 chains and 100 000 steps) with ARLEQUIN v3.1 

(Excoffier et al. 2005) and with Bonferroni correction using Cervus. Null allele frequency 

(Fnull) was estimated with INEst (Chybicki and Burczyk 2009) using the individual inbreeding 

model (i.e. Gibbs sampler method) (P < 0.05) (frequency was also controlled with GENEPOP 

version 4.7.2 (Rousset 2008; Rousset 2019) and was concordant), followed by MICRO-

CHEKER (Van Oosterhout et al. 2004) in order to identify microsatellite markers with a 

significant amount of null alleles and remove them for posterior analyses. Linkage 

disequilibrium between all pairs of loci was performed using ARLEQUIN per permutation 

(10 000). FIS (inbreeding coefficient) and its significance was estimated by permutation 

(10 000) using GENETIX, then also verified by INEst.  
 

Probability of identity (PI) by locus was estimated using GenAlEx v6 (Peakall and Smouse 

2006). PI is an advanced frequency-based analysis, also referred to as population match 

probability that provides an estimate of the average probability that two unrelated individuals 

will have the same multi-locus genotype. It indicates the statistical power of marker loci. 

Probability of exclusion (PE1, single parent; PE2, a second parent given a first parent assigned; 

PE3, a pair of parents) was estimated per locus using INest. Genotyping error rate per allele, 

E1 referring to allelic dropout rate and E2 to the false allele rate, and the 95% confidence 

interval (CI), was evaluated using Pedant with 10 000 permutations based on He with 13 

individuals repeated genotypes. The number of these repeated genotypes (Nrep) and the 

percentages (%) of the total number of individuals repeated genotypes (13) for each loci was 

also estimated. All microsatellite loci were tested for natural selection using BAYESCAN 2.1 

software (Foll and Gaggiotti 2008) with 100 000 iterations. The average mutation rate over loci 
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(u) were estimated using MSVAR (Beaumont 1999), running 16 x 108 (80 000 * 20 000) steps 

per Monte-Carlo Markov chain (MCMC). 
 

A set of microsatellite markers retaining only the ones not showing evidence for null alleles or 

selection was used for population structure analyses (see selected panel, Appendix 3). 
 

POWSIM v. 4.1 (Ryman and Palm 2006) was used to estimate whether the number of selected 

loci from classical analysis and their allele frequencies provided sufficient statistical power to 

detect significant genetic differentiation. Simulations were run using default parameter values 

for dememorizations (1000), batches (100) and iterations per batch (1000), and a range of 

different values of FST (0.0001–0.05) were tested by varying the number of generations of drift 

(t) while keeping the effective population size (Ne) constant at 4000 (range of value estimated 

from VarEff software, Nikolic and Chevalet 2014). The statistical power was estimated after 

1000 replicates as the proportion of statistically significant tests (P < 0.05). The probability of 

obtaining false positives when the true FST = 0 was also obtained at generation t = 0 as a measure 

of α error rate. 

 

Microsatellite analyses were performed on the selected panel of markers (Appendix 3) in each 

sample (Figure 1), considering the following scenarios: (T1) the sampling periods together 

(regions A, B, C, and D), (T2) the sampling periods separate (regions A1, A2, B1, B2, C1, C2, 

D1, and D2), and (T3) same ocean samples together (regions A-B and C-D). Finally, previously 

analysed reproductive stage (Dhurmeea et al. 2016) was taken into account in order to group 

individuals in full or not reproductive stage to help in understanding the structure in spawning 

grounds.  
 

(S1-b) Additional data analysis 

 

To measure the degree to which tree UPGMA (Sneath and Sokal 1973) or neighbor-joining 

(NJ) (Saitou and Nei 1987) better explains genetic relationships among populations, the R 

squared (R²) of Kalinowski (2009) with all genetic distances available (Nei 1978; Nei 1987, 

Weir and Cockerham 1984; Cavalli-Sforza and Edwards 1967) was used by the TreeFit 

software (Kalinowski 2008). DSW (Shriver et al. 1995) genetic distances are highly effective for 

recognizing population associations (Destro-Bisol et al. 2000; Pérez-Lezaun et al. 1997; by 

Crawford 2007) particularly with microsatellite loci and stepwise mutation models (SMM) 

(Shriver et al. 1995). 
 

Network analysis was implemented in EDENETWORKS v2.18 (Kivelä et al. 2014) to 

construct a minimum-spanning tree (MST). An MST is the minimal network necessary to 

connect all populations in the sample. For this purpose, the program plots all populations 

(nodes) in a network graph with connections (edges) between all nodes. Each edge is weighted 

according to Goldstein genetic distance (Goldstein et al. 1995) and 1000 bootstrapping samples. 

Goldstein genetic distance was developed specifically for microsatellite markers and is based 

on the SMM of evolution (Rozenfeld et al. 2007). Network construction was based on genetic 

distance between populations with no further priors, and the layout of the MST was recalculated 

10 times to test for possible alternative network shapes. 
 

ARLEQUIN was used for the Analysis of Molecular Variance (AMOVA) employing the 

geographic areas as populations and genetic clusters found from previous analysis as groups. 
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Number of migrants (Nm) were estimated through the private alleles frequency with GENEPOP 

online (http://genepop.curtin.edu.au) and also according to Wright (1969) using GENETIX.  
 

 

 

(S2) Results: 
 

(S2-a) Morphology analysis 
 

Table 1 presents the characteristics of length-weight relationships per region. The t-test showed 

that albacore from region B exhibit allometric growth (p < 0.00005) with an exponent parameter 

(b) between 2.67 and 2.83, with 95% confidence. Whereas, albacore individuals from A and C 

regions exhibited isometric growth (no presumption against the null hypothesis) with an 

exponent parameter (b) between 2.74 -3.03 and 2.84-3.06, respectively. South African samples 

(region C) are thus composed mainly of immature individuals with an allometric factor close 

to 3 (Table 1), suggesting isometric growth with body shape invariant with age.  

 

(S2-b) Selection of microsatellite loci 
 

Most of the 52 markers had a large number of alleles per locus (Na), ranging from 3 to 60 alleles 

(Appendix 3). He and Hnb varied from 0.23 to 0.96, and Ho from 0.19 to 0.94. The polymorphic 

information content (PIC) value averaged 0.76 (SD ± 0.17). Two markers presented low number 

of alleles (ThuAla-mt-11 and Tth-21) and one presented low heterozygosity (>0.5), low PIC, 

high PI, and low PE (ThuAla-mt-11). Probability of identity (PI) ranged from 0 to 0.61, and the 

probability of exclusion (PE1, PE2, PE3) from 0.03 to 0.99. Only 1 marker (ThuAla-mt-11) 

showed high probability of identity (PI>0.5), and 49 markers exhibited high probability of 

exclusion (PE>0.5).  
 

A total of 11 markers had null alleles, as suggested by overall homozygote excess for most 

allele size classes. Stuttering might have resulted in scoring errors except for 4 out of these 

microsatellites (ThuAla-mt-19, ThuAla-mt-03, ThuAla-mt-04, and ThuAla-mt-01). These 11 

loci with null alleles were discarded from the dataset.  
A total of 11 markers gave significant results when tested for selection, with 5 markers for 

divergent selection (negative alpha values), and 6 markers for balancing selection (positive 

alpha values). A BLAST search revealed similarity of locus Ttho-7 (under divergent selection) 

to cpu-UA/3 MHC class I antigen gene (Genbank accession number AY008848.2) from the 

teleost fish Ictalurus punctatus. From these 11 loci putatively under selection, 3 were already 

discarded during the previous step (null alleles) and the other 8 were discarded for further 

analysis that assess neutral variation. Thus, for the markers (46 without and 27 with Bonferroni 

correction) that departed significantly from Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium, but showed no 

linkage disequilibrium, no presence of significant results for null alleles and no under selection 

(33 markers) were maintained in the dataset, since departure from HWE at a locus can result 

from the population or sample features and not from the locus itself (Wittke-Thompson et al. 

2005). The selected markers have all frequency of null all inferior or equal to 0.05 (so very low) 

and are not significant. Additionally, the marker ThuAla-mt-11 was discarded due to its low 

number of alleles (3), heterozygosity (excepted 0.23; observed 0.19), PIC (0.21) and PE (0.03-

0.19). Therefore, the set of markers for further analyses consisted of 32 highly polymorphic 

microsatellites (Appendix 3, see the last column). 
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Simulations indicated that the 32 loci dataset designed in this study allowed detecting 

significant differences among two well differentiated groups on each side of southern Africa, 

each of them corresponding to one ocean. Fine scale population genetic structure often needs a 

large number of polymorphic microsatellite markers and the panel dataset developed in this 

study is of higher quality corresponding to the general recommended number (Barker et al. 

1993; Luikard and Cornuet 1998; SanCristobal et al. 2006; Nikolic et al. 2009). The high 

polymorphism of these markers set proves its usability in the characterization and evaluation 

of genetic diversity within and between albacore populations, and these markers constitute a 

useful tool for obtaining detailed information on the genetic diversity and structure of this 

species and investigating its evolutionary history. 
 

(S2-c) Genetic data analysis 
 

R square analysis revealed that NJ tree was better than UPGMA to summarize a genetic distance 

(Appendix 14). 
 

Gene flow (number of migrants per generation, Nm) analyses (Appendix 15) showed high 

values particularly within the defined genetic clusters, which is consistent with all structural 

and differentiation results; and the magnitude values are linked to geographical distance.  
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